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Hi Thumbers,
As you all know our beloved
publisher is not up to the task of
publishing the Thumb Print.
Please excuse the girly,
pretty,pretty Thumb Print but that
is what you get with a step in
publisher. I’ll try and do my best
to put the newsletter together
with as much skill as Brook Jr.
has done, but I’m sure it won’t
be long and he will be back in
the drivers seat with the Thumb
Print.
Pete and I want to thank every
Thumber for making this a fun
year and it has been our
pleasure to be involved with this
club and to really get to know
each and every one of you.

Karl’s fine flying Hawker Hunter Jet Cat

As this newsletter is coming out
so late in the year you might
think that it is time to close up
shop, but please remember that
we will be having a very full
indoor flying season and we
hope to see some Thumbers
come and fly with us in our nice
warm, cozy gym that is just
asking for some flyin’...so build
em’...bring em’...and fly em’.
Pete and Stephanie

Dohrm’s Widowmaker
11

July outdoor results. Peach State Champs.
Embryo..........4 fliers
1. Karl Hube ..........
2. David Barfield ......
3. Al Pardue............
4. Liz Brown............

336
189
141
72

No-Cal............2 fliers
1. Kayla Brown........ 220
2. Jessica Brown.... 113
Senator.........3 fliers
1. Al Pardue............ 286
2. David Barfield.... 232
3. Don Peacock..... 120
Comet Model.....1 flyer (just to show for points in this unique event)
1. David Barfield......37
HLG .............1 flyer
1. Bob Thoren............133
CLG.Open...............4 fliers
1. Bob Thoren...........................246
2. Barry Sholder.......................223
3. James Alterberg..................141
4. Clarence Purdy....................78
CLG (JR/S)……….3 fliers
1. Jessica Brown.....................34
2. Alex Kramb...........................32
3. Matthew Brown......................4
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The August meeting of TTOMA was called to order by President Pete Brown at 1:30pm at the North
Georgia Turf Farm during the club’s regular monthly flying session.
No old business was presented.
Don Brown’s Treasurer’s Report showed a balance at the beginning of the reporting period (May 15,
2009) of $X,XXX.XX. From then until the end of the reporting period, August 15, 2009, expenses were
$375.73 which covered five AMA sanctions, use of the Ward Center for indoor flying until January of
2010, as well as a Porta Potty for the flying site. The report was accepted as presented.
A discussion developed about flying hours during monthly gatherings at the sod farm. Bob Thoren,
who travels from Huntsville to fly, favors an early start so he can get home earlier on Sunday evening.
Jim Altenbern from South Carolina has the longest drive and he prefers the current start as an early
limit. Many of us who are considered “local” have up to a two hour drive to get to the field. Stephanie
Brown will conduct an informal survey via the TTOMA Web site to get a measure of the membership’s
opinion on the flying schedule. Dohrman Crawford brought up the subject of flying field medical
emergencies. His concern came from his own recent experience of being injured by a power model
while on the sod farm. When flying on the field, we are subject to heat exhaustion, snake bite, falls
along the river or Snake Creek or any number of other problems. However, it is cuts that seem most
threatening. With this in mind, the Brown’s suggested we add some first aid supplies to the CD kit in
the form of a trauma kit. The main item the kit contains not found in simple first aid kits is a product
called “Quick Clot” which is designed to slow bleeding while the injured person is transported to a
medical center. Further, the location of a nearby emergency medical site in Whitesburg will be posted
on the TTOMA Web site. It is suggested that everyone print the information and keep it in their vehicle
or model boxes. The membership supported the addition of a trauma kit to the CD kit and this will be
done. Stephanie reported that the lady who has become her valued contact at the Cobb Ward Center
for indoor flying will be retiring soon. Stephanie will investigate what the possibilities are of
scheduling indoor flying dates on into 2010 before the contact retires. Stephanie is getting a quote on
caps that would have a TTOMA logo stitched on the front. Is expected that the price will be about $15,
but we do not know how many members would be interested in such an item, yet. Pete proposed that
Dave & Buster’s be considered as a possible site for the next TTOMA banquet in January, 1020. The
facility has a large room available for a group dinner. Further, audio visual equipment would be
included with the rental, which might be a help to any presentation that will be made. An initial
estimate was that the cost might be around $15 per plate, but that depends on the number of people
attending. More details on this subject will be forthcoming.
No further business was offered and the meeting was adjourned at 2:00pm. Karl Hube, secretary,
reporting.
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Fourteen contestants, ten adults and four juniors, made official flights in eleven events. There was about an
equal number of visitors and members who didn’t make official flights. Those that did flew a lot. Weather was
overcast until noon with winds estimated at less than 5 mph. By early afternoon, sunlight broke through the
clouds and the winds remained the same. Conditions were fine for flying until a big rain storm blew in around
4:00 pm, which stopped flying and ended the meet early. Temperatures were moderate and thermals were hard
to pick all day. This helped keep models on the field and retrievals short. Graham Selick, CD, reporting.
Jr. Mulvihill
Liz Brown
Stringless Wonde
Kayla Brown
“
Jessie Brown
“
No-Cal Rubber
Kayla Brown
Liz Brown

216
139
19

Heinkel 219
Swee-Pea

47
11

Chattahoochee Challenge
Kayla Brown
Stephanie’s Streak
Jessie Brown
“
Liz Brown
“
Model of the Year
David Mills
Senator
Al Pardue
“

261
204
196

236
78

Catapult Glider
Jim Altenbern
Bob Thoren
Karl Hube

Bo Weavil 16
Lilmat 14
Drifter 16

204
139
88

P-30
Karl Hube
Al Pardue

Kaiser P-30
Potent 30

360
120

OT Rubber Cabin
David Mills
Original Sparky
Commercial Rubber
Jim Altenbern
Wren
Al Pardue
Sparky
Scat Jet
David Mills
Karl Hube

154

78
61

Yak-15
Hawker Hunter

107
94

FAC Old Time Rubber
Jim Altenbern
Pacific Ace 30
FAC Phantom Flash
Frank Hodson

245

23
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Welcome to the July issue, a bit late but I’ll take the pay cut. What follows is mainly news and tidbits from the
summer’s action, both local and otherwise. We’ve had a busy summer and the weather so far has been much
better than last year. We’ve not suffered near as many blowouts, thank goodness. Turnout is also up from last
year, no doubt due to the promise of better weather, a modest increase in membership, and the benefits of our
new and more active website and the marketing opportunities it provides.
There’s more action afoot. The indoor season is dawning and we’ve news on that front, too. We’ve several
dates set up and reserved already with Cobb County at Ward Rec Center, and those details follow. We’ve several
more outdoor dates this year, so don’t put anything away quite yet. And keep building!
We’re blessed in this issue with an embarrassment of riches in a bounty of photos provided by Barf, Stephanie,
Dohrman, and Don DeLoach. I hope I haven’t left anybody out. Keep them coming!
That’s it from me, for now, from here. I’ll now kindly get out of the way.

Stephanie has been thrashing some dates about with the good people at Ward Rec Center and has a bunch of
dates. Write these down: Sept. 26, Oct. 4, Nov. 8, Dec. 13, and Jan. 10. A map to the site can be found on our
website. Last year’s experience showed us the site is a good category I venue, having little or no drift and being
just a few inches short of the category limit. The room as record-setting potential, as evidenced by the Brown
girls. More on that later.

The events of last weekend (pecking this on Sept. 23) will long be remembered, probably as the Great Flood,
unimaginatively but accurately enough. Your editor hopes everyone made it through OK. Many in our region
didn’t.
Sandy called and said he was watching TV and saw an aerial shot along the Chattahoochee that featured our
flying field, no doubt because of the vast expanse of open ground it offered, along with the horse farms on the
other side. According to Sandy—a whole lot of water, not much turf. About half of the farm was under water, the
flood going well up towards the office and sheds.
The farm floods often, but as the weather of the last few days is being rendered as a one-hundred year event by
the experts, it must be a record for our friends there. Hopefully, all is well. I hope Mr. McWhorter flew his
Citabria out in time. That is one sweet ride.

Not many Thumbs made the trek to Johnson City for the USIC, but we shouldn’t feel too bad because
attendance overall was down, with this year’s dip paralleling last year’s. (This is a problem; were it not for the
Tim Lavender’s group, the meager contestant total would’ve been truly horrendous. I spoke with Carl Bakay,
2010 USIC CD, and he’s several promising promotional measures in the works. It’ll be better next year.)
However, John, Bill, and Big Jim did attend and made some noise. Bill provides the following:
HLG-4th, UCLG-4th, and Straight Line Speed-4th
Bostonian-5th, Dime Scale-6th, EZB-7th, and Ministick-10th
F1L-1st, EZB-5th, A6-3rd, Pennyplane-5th, F1M-1st, and Ltd. Pennyplane-3rd

Several of us made our annual trek to Muncie for the USOC and we weren’t disappointed. Many others were
so inclined and a total of 231 contestants signed up for events, up about twenty from last year. Apparently, the
effects of the uniquely high gas prices of last summer were just that, a one-shot deterrent. I suspect the total
would’ve been higher had the nation felt better about the economy, but we’ll have to wait until next year for those
variables to play out again.
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Attendance by the Thumbs was pretty good. Graham, Gary, Scott, Ed, Jim, Jr., the Browns and Walstons, Big
Jim Lewis, Richard, Whit and his grandson Alex, and your humble scribe squared the circle. Dohrman, the man,
the legend, wasn’t able to make it, for reasons to be discussed later.
The weather was rather pleasant, with only one day cresting over ninety degrees, I believe Friday. We had a
soaking rain one night and a good thunderstorm blew through one late afternoon. Otherwise, we had clear skies
and temps in the mid-eighties all week. The winds were OK all week, and during the few times when the velocity
was up, it was down the long dimension of the field.
As we’ve come to expect, the nighttime temps dropped down to the sixties, making the sleeping at Camp
David very comfy. I’m always surprise how cold it gets up there at night. Likewise surprising, the amount of dew
in the mornings is astonishing, never failing to amaze, and not so delightfully, soaking your shoes and socks
through by mid-morning. (Common practice is to make them two-boot days and you bring lots of socks.) The
corn wasn’t that bad, only about seven feet tall, and the beans only about calf high.
A number of Thumbs did well, and the star was Big Jim Lewis who won both HLG and OT HLG. No slouch on
the other days, he scored a fourth in OT CLG. (In case you haven’t noticed, you may as well as pull the plug on
. Some were even tip-launching OT HLG’s at the Nats; hey, it’s not illegal!)
javelin-launched HLG. It’s over,
Your humble scribe had his worst Nats ever. Not only did I not make single walk to the podium, but I didn’t
even fly in some classes where I had a modest chance of contesting. My trail of tears includes leaving my
catapult gliders at home; not putting my tracker in my Moffett while practice flying the day before the event and
its spending most of go-day in the corn; breaking a wingtip on the Super Talon on its first official; flying my
but little logic); having my viscous timer in my Coupe misbehave such that I
Senator in NosRub (much
short fused three of the five flights, all sure maxes; and making a series of really dumb moves with my able, but
ill-fated P-30 the final day. However, for all of that, I had a great time. And not sweating like a field hand all day
has its advantages. Also, dropping out early in all of your events this time around left the rest of the day for trim
flying with little drift and abundant opportunities for socializing.
Other Thumbs were more fortunate in their efforts. Scott did very well in the electric classes, winning both
F1Q and Electric A. Jim, Jr. scored a second in Electric B. Graham won Starduster X and Gary won ROW Gas,
scored second in Classic Towline, and third in Starduster X. Ed scored a second in NosRub. Jim Walston sold
and serviced a ton of retrieval stuff; Don timed dozens of flights (he’ll never let you down); and Richard lent a
hand there and did some judging in CL scale, too. I apologize if I left anyone out, but the AMA’s posting of
scores is still incomplete as of this late pecking.

Bill Gowen has quietly taken the world by the storm in the F1M class. No horn tooter he, you’d never know it
by anything coming from him. Having set a world record earlier in the class, he’s done it again this year. (A
cautionary note: the record application is currently being reviewed by the FAI, and barring flak from
,
it’s a done deal.)
Looking at the progress he’s made up to now, the development of his model and his flying of it is very
impressive. He’s biting off big chunks of the record, most recently by one minute, more or less. Records just
don’t go down that way; you expect a lot less. And he thinks there’s more time left in the model’s line of
development. As the FAI might be inclined to say,
!

It’s not just the retirees who’ve been busy lately in the records-busting arena. Liz and Kayla Brown are giving
the national Junior and Senior catapult glider records a healthy workout. Just look at the following tallies by
them. Some photos follow. Well done, ladies.
Indoor STD Catapult Glider, Category 1, (218)
Junior
53.9 Michaela Brown 5-09-09
Senior 51.3 Elizabeth Brown 5-09-09
Indoor UNL Catapult Glider, Category 1, (219)
Junior
53.9 Michaela Brown 5-09-09
Senior 51.3 Elizabeth Brown 5-09-09
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Easy Dave of Easy Built was the only Thumb at the Geneseo FAC Non-Nats and he did OK, flying in a ton of
events. He had a thing for sixth place, his highest placing, because he scored that in Golden Age Civilian,
Embryo (with his kitted Debut, go figure), and English Channel Crossing. At the banquet or whatever function,
they awarded our own Josh Finn the Blue Max. Good work, done rather swiftly, Josh.

Per a request by the Ward Rec Center manager, TTOMA held a well-attended youth clinic in July. I missed it
because of work, but word is it went very well. Several photos follow and these demonstrate a roomful of happy
kids flying model airplanes for a few hours. They look busy and happy to me and not a Wii or Glock in sight. The
Browns, Karl, Don, John and probably more Thumbs helped. Many thanks, y’all.
Ever notice the wonder in people’s eyes when they see an indoor model in the air for the first time? I’ve always
wondered why more people don’t do it. On the positive side, I think it’s a matter of opportunity and comradeship,
knowing of somewhere to go and having help and fellowship when you get there. On the negative, it’s pretty
hard to do; we always forget how complicated the skill set is to build and fly free flight model airplanes.
(Mounting the soapbox once again, avoid the build-it-yourself element, as in the mass-market, indoor electric
RC model, and the numbers explode. Also, pushing the duration envelope by the subtle adding of lightness,
designing at the fringes for slight advantage, and finding an ideal space to fly is an order of magnitude harder
than finding a gym for a few minutes to go through some splashy acrobatics with your pals. By way of parallel,
becoming a better voter by reading books and newspapers, watching Sunday TV wonk shows, and debating
issues with your friends is much harder than listening to the blowholes on the radio. (BTW, Glenn Beck is about
to lose his mind. He used to be an obnoxious, unstable alcoholic; now he’s an obnoxious, unstable TV host, or
rather hysteric pontificator. Not much progress down the Road To Enlightenment, if you ask me.)

My eyes wandered over the inside cover of the current issue of
and saw our own Al Pardue listed
as advertising manager. Honestly, I don’t know what an advertising manger does, but I’m sure he‘s top notch,
probably falling back on his decades of work in the newspaper business. Thanks in advance, Al.

As many of you know, Sandy has been going through several years of chemo and radiation “therapy” for
bladder cancer. He’s kept me informed over the years, offering me plenty of opportunities for creeps and
shudders, let me tell you. Well, he’s just completed a barrage of tests and the results say he’s 100% free of
cancer. Free at last, free at last! Congrats, Sandy!
On a less dire front, Don Peacock has been dealing with a hip thing for the last few months, slowing him down
considerably and keeping him from the flying field. Things are much better now, so let’s look for Don in the near
future.
Brook Junior is on the way back from an injury, too. A fall at home resulted in a very deep bruise requiring
some serious rehab and forced bed rest. He’s going nuts with all the inactivity, but should be back in the office
shortly. Next time you see me, ask me the details, which are rather humorous but embarrassing.

The tents and other gear are dried out and re-packed. The models are patched and put back right. I’m reaccustomed to the hot, Georgia nights. While the memories are still fresh, it’s time to reflect on this year’s Nats
and all it meant.
This year’s rendition offers a new perspective in that we had a first-timer in the form of Sergio Montes, editorin-chief of
, international free flight gadabout, and initiate to the Camp David lifestyle. His
perspective is worth re-telling because sometimes we’re trapped in our own experience and don’t see the forests
for the corn. Pardon my license.
First of all, the Muncie flying site was a marvel to Sergio. He’s been to flying sites all over the world and is
most familiar with those in Australia, his home of 35 years. The abundance of greenery pretty much stunned him,
something he’s not used to. (FYI, Australia is Latin for “the brown land”!) He liked flying on lawn. Locally, we
should count our blessings in this regard. And the verdant bounty of the heartland’s farm country did impress.
The drive north up through GA, TN, and KY left him all a-gape with all the botanical bounty, particularly the vast
expanse of forests. All our large rivers were a real treat because Australia has no real rivers now, having suffered
from a decade’s old drought Down Under.
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I don’t think Sergio was prepared for the amount of development and civil engineering on display at the AMA
flying site. The fact that the AMA runs a five-week Nats program, and does it routinely, with top-notch facilities
for RC, CL, and FF, takes some getting used to. (We take it for granted and perhaps we shouldn’t.)
The AMA administration building and the museum was a real treat and he was impressed with both. He got
and how the NatsNews gets put on the web. We talked about
a good look at the production of
how good it was to have the Nats experience put out there to the world on-line almost immediately, only a few
clicks away. He had only good things to say about the AMA staff; they treated him right—my experience likewise.
Some of Sergio’s observations were scholarly, as in the above, and some weren’t. Most aspects of the
lifestyle, aka “camping out on the field”, weren’t a challenge for him to adapt to and he says upon his
return to Tasmania he’s going to look for a station wagon, perhaps even an old Volvo, to take to the Aussie Nats
next year, making the whole process much easier and cheaper. The Aussie flying site, although much, much
bigger, lacks the civility of the AMA’s facilities. Getting on and off the site there is a bit of a commute to the
nearest accommodations and he found the advantages of living on the field a great convenience.
Some of his observations are less serious and more amusing. He was rather taken aback by the opulence of
the Vanderbeek Compound and others along the south end’s RV park. The good, old American, high-end RV
truly did impress the foreign press. Partly aghast, partly seduced, he did rave about the slick modernity and ease
of it all. I fear pulling up in such a rig Down Under might cause a Wobbly insurrection. Workers of the world,
unite!

Every so often engineering and artistry reach such a pinnacle of achievement that it leaves this writer in awe.
Select examples abound, like the ’55 Chevy Belair, P-51D, Browning Model 1911, Ferrari 250 TR, F-86, 1940 Ford
Coupe, MiG-29, Porsche 906, Buck Ranger knife, and even the humble Cap Snaffler. Only a select few share this
rare accolade, in this writer’s not so humble view.
Get your hands on the July
and turn to page eight and ponder the Greenbird, now the holder
of the wind-powdered, land speed record. Entirely of CF and other composites and designed in the UK, this
lovely apparition set a new world record this year of 126.2 mph, breaking the previous record by a whopping 10
mph. For those keeping score, this speed was five times the wind speed at ground level on the California dry
lake at the time. Five times! Now, that’s putting pencil to paper.
The design is stunning, with a solid, 32 foot, vertical wing (“sail” just doesn’t seem right) and a fuselage of
similar length (again, “hull” not right). The pilot (again, more appropriate) lies nearly flat in recline with his head,
maybe, two feet above terra firma, max. That is one sweet ride. Very well done, gentlemen

I’ve been an advocate of the once new, now commonplace, synthetic coverings and have tried my hand at all
of them. Right now, I’ve settled upon ¼ mil Mylar for the tail feathers and LW Polyspan for the wings and
fuselages. I’m really sold on the latter, the half weight version of the stalwart Polyspan. Many have adopted LW’s
use, too, for its advantages of lightness, toughness, and weather-proofing. And it’s mighty cheap, too. The only
drawback is the porosity of the covering if it isn’t sealed properly, and this isn’t easy, taking as much care as
sealing silk does. (But, don’t tell me tissue is easier. It’s not. You’ve just been doing it for forty years.)
For many years, I’ve been dusting my bare frameworks with a fine mist of spray lacquer to help seal the wood
to ward off absorption of humidity by the wood and forestalling warping, thereby. Our climate offers a wide
range of humidity conditions and this can do its subtle and uncaring work upon our structures.
Also, a spray or two on all bare framework, followed by sanding with 600 W/D does a better and lighter job
than nitrate for sealing balsa for all coverings. Wonderfully, it also reduces the pesky bubbling under the Mylar
on the trailing edges and across broad surfaces during heating and shrinking. (I think the bubbling comes from
two sources, vapors off the heated stickum solvent and air escaping the wood pores. A pin prick in the target
area before another heating easily solves the problem.)
I’ve found another use for the spray lacquer. Right after the LW Polyspan has been adhered to the framework,
and before you’ve put any heat on it, give the entire surface a light but even dusting with the lacquer. How
much? About one gram’s worth, after drying, for a 150 sq. in. wing is about right.
This dusting does two things. First, it begins to seal the fabric, but much more importantly, it helps bind the
fabric strands to each other, which reduces any further opening of the pores upon a partial heat shrinking, which
I like to do prior to applying any nitrate. I don’t put the final, high heat to the fabric until after about three coats
of nitrate, mixed thickly about 60/40 with thinner. I also sand the fabric between coats with 1200 W/D., making it
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look really nice. (If you’re the sneaky type, you can forego this sanding on the wing’s upper surface from the LE
to the high point, thereby adding some turbulation if you think you need it.)

The flightline scuttlebutt had the last two batches (May and June, 2009) of Tan SS being especially good,
benefiting from a new ingredient producing appreciably more torque than prior batches. Your humble reporter
ain’t no slouch when the rumors start circulating. When my pole partner (not as bad as it sounds) on the Coupe
flightline reported getting much greater torque with same, I was flipping Hamilton’s over at Campbell’s place
faster than Republicans giving tax cuts to rich people. (OK, as fast as Democrats raising the deficit. Heck, that’s
not unique to them, either. I give up.)
By week’s end, I was the eventual proud owner of three pounds of the soon-to-be legendary June, 2009. But,
let me continue. When Lee Campbell’s daughter saw my TTOMA T-shirt, she reminded me of my 10% discount
on all purchases, via our Friends of the Club deal. Yours sincerely bought an additional quart of nitrate and
thinner, a tube of Ambroid, and other goodies, thanks to the discount. You see, it was “free” at that point,
according to my Liberal Arts math.

There’s a note from Don DeLoach in the latest issue of
about his having a few kits left of his “Super
Talon”, his enlarged version of Reid Simpson’s lovely, classic A-2 from the sixties for Classic Tow. It’s quite the
traffic stopper on the flying field; everything pretty much stops when you yank one of them up.
I finally got mine going at the Nats this year and it’s a great performer and quite a handful on the towline. I
made a few changes, not many, from the kit. Box stock, it’s still a good piece of work and a highly recommended
and fun build. It’s a huge model, for sure, and fills up a workbench pretty fast. Get yours today, $150 plus $10
shipping. Contact Don at ddeloach@comcast.net
David Barfield called me and wanted everyone to know he has a Super Talon Kit for sale. If’in ya got a
hankerin’, give Barf a call.

Look for something around Thanksgiving. We should have some indoor contest reports and the last of the
outdoor ones. The plans for the banquet should be finalized by then and we’ll have the details. We’ll know where
we stand by then with the new administration at Ward Rec Center, if that happens. We continue to beseech the
multitude for photos, plans, and any ranting on topics of your choosing. We’ll publish anything as long as it’s
not obscene, stupid, or boring.
Ciao, y’all!
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Welcome to the July issue, a bit late but I’ll take the pay cut. What follows is mainly news and tidbits from the
summer’s action, both local and otherwise. We’ve had a busy summer and the weather so far has been much
better than last year. We’ve not suffered near as many blowouts, thank goodness. Turnout is also up from last
year, no doubt due to the promise of better weather, a modest increase in membership, and the benefits of our
new and more active website and the marketing opportunities it provides.
There’s more action afoot. The indoor season is dawning and we’ve news on that front, too. We’ve several
dates set up and reserved already with Cobb County at Ward Rec Center, and those details follow. We’ve several
more outdoor dates this year, so don’t put anything away quite yet. And keep building!
We’re blessed in this issue with an embarrassment of riches in a bounty of photos provided by Barf, Stephanie,
Dohrman, and Don DeLoach. I hope I haven’t left anybody out. Keep them coming!
That’s it from me, for now, from here. I’ll now kindly get out of the way.

Stephanie has been thrashing some dates about with the good people at Ward Rec Center and has a bunch of
dates. Write these down: Sept. 26, Oct. 4, Nov. 8, Dec. 13, and Jan. 10. A map to the site can be found on our
website. Last year’s experience showed us the site is a good category I venue, having little or no drift and being
just a few inches short of the category limit. The room as record-setting potential, as evidenced by the Brown
girls. More on that later.
Not to forecast dark clouds on the horizon or anything, but the steadfast director of the facility is retiring soon,
which may or may not effect our activities there. Ergo, you’ll want to check the website or keep for eyes peeled
for e-mails to that effect. Me? I’m remaining optimistic until the facts indicate otherwise.
M

Michaela and Liz breaking indoor records.

The events of last weekend (pecking this on Sept. 23) will long be remembered, probably as the Great Flood,
unimaginatively but accurately enough. Your editor hopes everyone made it through OK. Many in our region
didn’t.
Sandy called and said he was watching TV and saw an aerial shot along the Chattahoochee that featured our
flying field, no doubt because of the vast expanse of open ground it offered, along with the horse farms on the
other side. According to Sandy—a whole lot of water, not much turf. About half of the farm was under water, the
flood going well up towards the office and sheds.
The farm floods often, but as the weather of the last few days is being rendered as a one-hundred year event by
the experts, it must be a record for our friends there. Hopefully, all will is well. I hope Mr. McWhorter flew his
Citabria out in time. That is one sweet ride.

Not many Thumbs made the trek to Johnson City for the USIC, but we shouldn’t feel too bad because
attendance overall was down, with this year’s dip paralleling last year’s. (This is a problem; were it not for the
Tim Lavender’s group, the meager contestant total
Welcome to the July issue, a bit late but I’ll take the pay cut. What follows is mainly news and tidbits from the
summer’s action, both local and otherwise. We’ve had a busy summer and the weather so far has been much
better than last year. We’ve not suffered near as many blowouts, thank goodness. Turnout is also up from last
year, no doubt due to the promise of better weather, a modest increase in membership, and the benefits of our
new and more active website and the marketing opportunities it provides.
There’s more action afoot. The indoor season is dawning and we’ve news on that front, too. We’ve several
dates set up and reserved already with Cobb County at Ward Rec Center, and those details follow. We’ve several
more outdoor dates this year, so don’t put anything away quite yet. And keep building!
We’re blessed in this issue with an embarrassment of riches in a bounty of photos provided by Barf, Stephanie,
Dohrman, and Don DeLoach. I hope I haven’t left anybody out. Keep them coming!
That’s it from me, for now, from here. I’ll now kindly get out of the way.

Record breaking gliders

Stephanie has been thrashing some dates about with the good people at Ward Rec Center and has a bunch of
dates. Write these down: Sept. 26, Oct. 4, Nov. 8, Dec. 13, and Jan. 10. A map to the site can be found on our
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website. Last year’s experience showed us the site is a good category I venue, having little or no drift and being
just a few inches short of the category limit. The room as record-setting potential, as evidenced by the Brown
girls. More on that later.

The events of last weekend (pecking this on Sept. 23) will long be remembered, probably as the Great Flood,
unimaginatively but accurately enough. Your editor hopes everyone made it through OK. Many in our region
didn’t.
Sandy called and said he was watching TV and saw an aerial shot along the Chattahoochee that featured our
flying field, no doubt because of the vast expanse of open ground it offered, along with the horse farms on the
other side. According to Sandy—a whole lot of water, not much turf. About half of the farm was under water, the
flood going well up towards the office and sheds.
The farm floods often, but as the weather of the last few days is being rendered as a one-hundred year event by
the experts, it must be a record for our friends there. Hopefully, all will is well. I hope Mr. McWhorter flew his
Citabria out in time. That is one sweet ride.

Not many Thumbs made the trek to Johnson City for the USIC, but we shouldn’t feel too bad because
attendance overall was down, with this year’s dip paralleling last year’s. (This is a problem; were it not for the
Tim Lavender’s group, the meager contestant total would’ve been truly horrendous. I spoke with Carl Bakay,
2010 USIC CD, and he’s several promising promotional measures in the works. It’ll be better next year.)
However, John, Bill, and Big Jim did attend and made some noise. Bill provides the following:

All ears at the Ward Center free flight class
HLG-4th, UCLG-4th, and Straight Line Speed-4th
Bostonian-5th, Dime Scale-6th, EZB-7th, and Ministick-10th
F1L-1st, EZB-5th, A6-3rd, Pennyplane-5th, F1M-1st, and Ltd. Pennyplane-3rd

Several of us made our annual trek to Muncie for the USOC and we weren’t disappointed. Many others were
so inclined and a total of 231 contestants signed up for events, up about twenty from last year. Apparently, the
effects of the uniquely high gas prices of last summer were just that, a one-shot deterrent. I suspect the total
would’ve been higher had the nation felt better about the economy, but we’ll have to wait until next year for those
variables to play out again.
Attendance by the Thumbs was pretty good. Graham, Gary, Scott, Ed, Jim, Jr., the Browns and Walstons, Big
Jim Lewis, Richard, Whit and his grandson Alex, and your humble scribe squared the circle. Dohrman, the man,
the legend, wasn’t able to make it, for reasons to be discussed later.
The weather was rather pleasant, with only one day cresting over ninety degrees, I believe Friday. We had a
soaking rain one night and a good thunderstorm blew through one late afternoon. Otherwise, we had clear skies
and temps in the mid-eighties all week. The winds were OK all week, and during the few times when the velocity
was up, it was down the long dimension of the field.
As we’ve come to expect, the nighttime temps dropped down to the sixties, making the sleeping at Camp
David very comfy. I’m always surprise how cold it gets up there at night. Likewise surprising, the amount of dew
in the mornings is astonishing, never failing to amaze, and not so delightfully, soaking your shoes and socks
through by mid-morning. (Common practice is to make them two-boot days and you bring lots of socks.) The
corn wasn’t that bad, only about seven feet tall, and the beans only about calf high.
A number of Thumbs did well, and the star was Big Jim Lewis who won both HLG and OT HLG. No slouch on
the other days, he scored a fourth in OT CLG. (In case you haven’t noticed, you may as well as pull the plug on
javelin-launched HLG. It’s over,
. Some were even tip-launching OT HLG’s at the Nats; hey, it’s not illegal!)
Your humble scribe had his worst Nats ever. Not only did I not make single walk to the podium, but I didn’t
even flying in some classes where I had a modest chance of contesting. My trail of tears includes leaving my

Karl doing an excellent job with a young flier.
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Thank goodness for cubs...those little planes take a lickin’

This was heartwarming and worth all the effort TTOMA put in.
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David Mills with his new Original Sparky

David’s YAK-15 Scat Jet

David with his new Super Maxer Speckled Bird.
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Michaela and her Heinkel No-cal

Gary launching his embryo

Jim’s good looking Wren, FYI, his first OT model and first carved prop.
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What fishing for thermals looks like.

NATS winning HLG team.

Big Jim Lewis, NATS HLG winner, resting with his laurels.

You mean I have to fly first? Why don’t you just give me the trophy now!
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Joshua showing Liz his winding technique.

Alex putting some muscle into his winding.

Jessica and brother Matthew just having a good time flying.
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TTOMA would like to THANK the following retailers for being Commercial Friends of TTOMA.

THANK YOU!!

